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Be sure to see our updated Robotics
special report.
Robots have long captured the human
imagination. But despite many advances, robots
have yet to reach the potential so often
envisioned in science fiction. Today's engineers
and computer scientists are still pursuing one
missing ingredient: high intelligence. It would
be nice for example, if robots possessed the
intelligence needed to cope with uncertainty,
learn from experience and work as a team.

A team led by Robert Full of the University of

California, Berkeley, will work with cockroaches —
Robots with minimal intelligence are already
both living and robotic — to uncover… .
invading our homes. For example, more than
500,000 Roombas, the vacuum cleaner from
Credit: Robert Full, UC Berkeley (left). Daniel
iRobot, have been sold, and Friendly Robotics
Koditschek, University of Pennsylvania (right)
has sold 25,000 automatic lawn mowers. Toy
robots have also been given minimal intelligence. Robot dogs such as the Sony AIBO can
identify and chase a ball, avoid obstacles and respond to voice commands.

At the robotics frontier, researchers seek more intelligence, but not necessarily that of a fully
functional human brain. A cockroach brain would be nice, for starters. Insects easily control six
legs as they scamper over, under or around obstacles, and robot designers are borrowing
features from insect nervous systems to build six-legged robots with similar talents.
"Intelligent robots will be one of the engineering achievements of the 21 st century," said
Junku Yuh, who leads the robotics program in the National Science Foundation's (NSF)
Computer and Information Science and Engineering directorate. "We will see them more and
more in our daily lives."

After completing a rescue scenario
inside a collapsed library, researchers
wash and decontaminate a search-andrescue robot of potentially hazardous
materials ...
Credit: CRASAR, University of South
Florida

Throughout history, robots have embodied and exemplified cutting-edge technology.
Mechanical automatons were devised during the Industrial Revolution, electronic circuitry was
added at the turn of the 20th century, computers gave robots "brains" in the 1940s and
shrinking electronics and more powerful computers have granted robots greater abilities.
Industries adopted robots for many manufacturing tasks, from automobile assembly to ship
welding.
During the past 20 years, advances in sensors, actuators and "mechatronics" -- the integration
of electronics with mechanical design -- have led to remarkable robots such as Honda's
humanoid ASIMO. Of course, every advance brings new sets of challenges.
Today, NSF supports mechanical engineers, electrical engineers, computer scientists and other
researchers as they develop future generations of intelligent robots. These engineers and
computer scientists cooperate with biologists, neuroscientists and psychologists to exploit new
knowledge in the study of the brain and behavior. NSF also supports education activities that
use robots as a platform for studying mechanics, electronics, software and other topics.
In addition to the challenges of packaging intelligence, robotics research ultimately pursues
practical goals. Some robots will help people do what they can't or would rather not do. Other
robots will tackle complex projects by working as teams. Robots will help protect critical
infrastructure and monitor the environment as mobile, intelligent sensors. And of course,
robots will continue to explore extreme environments where no human can go, or wants to.

By David Hart

Exactly the help you need, when you need it. That's a
lot to ask for, especially if you need trained medical
assistance. But robots may soon give many people the
freedom to live safely -- and better -- in their own
homes.
Nursebot, a project of Carnegie Mellon University, the
University of Pittsburgh and the University of Michigan,
is developing a "live-in" helper for elderly adults.
Nursebot can remind a person to take medications or
see the doctor. The robotic aide can also monitor vital
signs and connect a patient with real nurses or
physicians when needed. Eventually, Nursebot might
also serve as helping hands and feet for patients with
arthritis and even offer some level of social interaction
for those who can't get around easily.

Nursebot can act
as a "live-in
helper" for the
elderly."
Credit: Carnegie
Mellon University

Nursebot is one of the many robotics projects in human augmentation and assistive
technologies that NSF has supported over the years. Others include "Wheelesley," a robotic
wheelchair that steers itself through buildings and dodges obstacles, and CosmoBot, which
makes therapy exercises more enjoyable for children with physical disabilities.
Surgeons and physicians may also turn
to robotic assistance to help them treat
patients or perform long-distance
operations on patients they can't reach
in person. Other robotics technologies
may lead to less invasive surgical
techniques, even for coronary artery
bypass grafts, which means shorter
recovery times. Robotics research is an
important focus for the NSF-supported
Computer-Integrated Surgical Systems
and Technology Engineering Research
Center.
Fingernail sensors developed at MIT
unobtrusively measure the state of the
human fingertip...
Credit: Stephen Mascaro, MIT

"We're encouraging close collaboration
between engineers and surgeons to
provide more precise information and
procedures in the doctor's office and the
operating room," said Gilbert Devey, an
NSF program director in biomedical
engineering. "We hope soon to see new,
sophisticated systems that physicians
can use to improve patient care and, in
many cases, even lower the cost of
treatment."

Digital Clay combines the intuitive sculpting of natural clay with
intelligent, programmable tactile feedback to the sculptor...
Credit: Georgia Tech Digital Clay Team: M. Allen, W. Book, I.
Eber-Uphoff, A. Glezer, J. Goldthwaite, D. Rosen, J.
Rossignac, C. Shaw and their colleagues and students

Other robotics researchers are developing assistive technologies that could make the computer
keyboard and mouse relics of the past. Georgia Tech's Digital Clay project is developing a
technology in which computer users would interact with virtual objects much as they would
mold modeling clay. Steve Mascaro, now at North Dakota State University, developed sensors
that read the patterns of blood flow underneath a person's fingernails. Because the sensors
respond to the gentlest of touches, they could help persons with limited finger dexterity or
carpal tunnel syndrome type or control a mouse cursor.

Evolution has produced a wide range of intelligent, mobile
sensor units in the form of living organisms ranging from
insects to humans. Compared to current robots, insects
and other animals often have much more flexible and
efficient control of their movements. Some researchers
study organisms to develop better robots, while others
build robots to better understand the organisms.
A research team at the University of Illinois led by Fred
Delcomyn is one group that has developed asix-legged
robot modeled after cockroaches, in this case the
American cockroach Periplaneta americana. The
researchers hope to mimic the insect's extraordinary
speed and agility by learning and applying the biological
structure and principles in the robot's design.

Video (not available)
Robofly
To study the
aerodynamics of
flapping flight...

Credit: Michael Dickinson, California
Institute of Technology

Insect flight, particularly the airborne maneuvers of
the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, has been the
decade-long research pursuit of Michael Dickinson
at Caltech. Dickinson has tethered flies to poles and
mimicked them with robots to examine the
mechanics of their muscles and the flight control
behind the rapid rotation of their wings.
Researchers study not only whole organisms but
also their parts for possible use in robotic
applications. Take hair, for example. Chang Liu at
the University of Illinois has developed microscopic
sensors modeled on biological hair cells for a
robotic imitation of the "lateral line" fish use to
sense vibrations in the water. Other researchers
have looked to mimic hair-like cilia, which help
some single-celled organisms swim, in motors for
microscale robots.
A micromachined artificial haircell
sensor array...
Credit: Zhifang Fan , Micro Actuators,
Sensors, and Systems Group (Chang
Liu, Director), University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign

Hexapod robot, MARK I, developed at the
University of Illinois...
Credit: © F. Delcomyn, University of Illinois, 1996

UC Berkeley engineering professors Robert Full and Ron Fearing have studied how the feet of
geckos allow the lizards to stick to almost any surface. This work has translated both into
gecko-inspired robots with sticky feet and treads (built by iRobot) and to an NSF nanoscience
award to develop synthetic gecko adhesives and a biologyaward to understand animal
movement.
Humanoid robots can also help to better understand humans. For example, to learn how
people routinely make complex movements, researchers from the University of Southern
California and Carnegie Mellon University have built robots that can copy humans to learn
skills, including tennis forehands and arm gestures, and improve these skills through practice.
And Jessy Grizzle at the University of Michigan hastaught a robot to walk on two feet to get a
deeper understanding of the control mechanisms involved in walking. Such understanding
could lead to improved physical therapy for stroke and spinal cord injury patients and to better
prosthetics.

If one robot is good, then several robots must be better.
However, to work as a team, robots need far more than
the team-building exercises offered by corporate
consultants. To be a useful tool at disaster sites, for
example, intelligent robot teams must work together to
explore their surroundings, to coordinate actions on their
own and to communicate with their operators.

Video (not available)
Robot Scouts... to
coordinate their
actions and carry out
complex commands
from a human
operator...

"Effective teamwork doesn't translate easily into
electronics, and at disaster sites, it could literally mean the Credit: University of Minnesota Center for
Distributed Robotics
difference between life and death," said NSF program
officer Rita Rodriguez.
To help emergency response personnel in the trenches, a
team of researchers is writing the playbook to turn a group
of robots into a single well-oiled machine. Researchers at the University of Minnesota, the
University of Pennsylvania and Caltech are devising software that will create teams of small
robots under the command of a human operator.
"There are big challenges due to the size and
performance constraints of the robots
themselves," said Nikos Papanikolopoulos, director
of Minnesota's Distributed Robotics Lab. "But on
top of the robots, we have to cope with the
constraints of the team. How do you keep it from
being total anarchy?"
Sports are also natural examples of teamwork,
and the international RoboCup competition has set
the lofty goal of creating a robot soccer team by
the year 2050 that can beat the world's human
champions. In the meantime, Manuela Veloso at
Carnegie Mellon University has set her sights on
dogs.
Members of the Carnegie Mellon Sony legged-robot
RoboCup team, CMPack'02, which won first place

A screenshot of a scrimmage between
Carnegie Mellon University's robot
soccer simulation teams from 2000 and
1999...
Credit: CMUnited'99 and the ATTCMUnited'2000 research team: Peter
Stone, Patrick Riley and Manuela
Veloso. Screenshot by Patrick Riley.

Veloso and her students in the multi-robot CORAL at RoboCup 2002 in Fukuoka, Japan...
Lab at Carnegie Mellon have pursued research to
Credit: CMPack'02 research team: Manuela Veloso,
let teams of four-legged robots to make plans,
Scott Lenser, Douglas Vail, Maayan Roth, Ashley
carry them out and score enough goals to win a
Stroupe and Sonia Chernova. Photo by Debra
few robot soccer world championships. Led by
Tobin.
Veloso, Carnegie Mellon teams have won several
RoboCup league championships over the years. NSF grantee Raffaello D'Andrea has also led
Cornell University's small-robot team to several world championships.
"Robot soccer made team problems all the more challenging from a research perspective," said
Veloso, a professor of computer science and director of the CORAL Lab. "What drives me is the
multi-robot aspect and the adversarial game domain. It's kind of like chess, but with robots."

Although robots still have far to go, they have begun to
enter our lives and homes in various ways. The cars we
drive have likely been assembled, in part, by robots.
Industries use robots for rapid prototyping of designs,
high-throughput operations and assembly lines that adapt
to different products. And Roomba the robot vacuum is one
commercial example of a robot for the home. NSF supports
research to develop robots for applications ranging from
education to construction.

Video (not available)
Robotic arm
...manipulator
picking up a test
tube and pouring it
into a jar ...

Credit: Autonomous Systems Laboratory,

Robots provide an engaging tool to attract students to
University of Hawaii
science and engineering. For the past several years, the
NSF-supported Computer-Integrated Surgical Systems and
Technology Engineering Research Center, for example, has
sponsored competitions in which teams of high-school
students use special LEGO kits and computer software to design and operate robots that
perform surgery-like functions.

Humans aren't designed for life underwater, so scientists have found many uses for robot
submersibles. The RiverNet project, led by Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, samples pollutants
in the Hudson River using solar-powered autonomous underwater vehicles.
Researchers at Purdue University and the University of Washington are studying whether
robots make good pets. Many studies have shown that animals can provide mental and
physical health benefits, and the researchers are exploring whether the same holds true for
robotic animals. Unlike real animals, robot pets are easier for elderly adults to feed and care
for.

High School students create a surgical
robot from a LEGO Mindstorm kit...
Credit: Johns Hopkins University
Engineering Research Center for
Computer-Integrated Surgical Systems
and Technology

Industrial robots may also soon step away from the
assembly line to other tasks requiring greater skills. A
robot developed with NSF support has built the first
wall ever constructed entirely by machine. About 5 feet
long, 3 feet high, and 6 inches thick, the wall was
constructed in the University of Southern California lab
of Behrokh Khoshnevis. Khoshnevis believes that, by
the end of 2005, his robots will be able to construct a
one-story, 2,000-square-foot home on site in a single
day.
In February 2004, a robot built one of the
first walls ever constructed...
Credit: Behrokh Khoshnevis, USC

Many kinds of sensors are available to detect information
about the physical world, ranging from thermometers for
temperature to chemical sensors for pollutants to
seismometers for earthquakes. Robotics research, at the
Center for Neuromorphic Systems Engineering and
elsewhere, is leading to the development of intelligent
sensors that can adapt to changing environments or move
to better locations to collect the best data.
Tiny, two-wheeled and wireless, RoboMotes are designed
to create networks of sensors that move and reconfigure
themselves to adapt to new situations. Developed at the
The RoboMote: A platform for research
University of Southern California's Robotic Embedded
in robotic sensor networks...
Systems Lab, each golf-ball-sized RoboMote includes a
Credit: USC Robotic Embedded
wireless network interface, two wheels with odometers; a
Systems Lab (Gaurav S. Sukhatme,
solar cell for power; a compass for direction; and bump
Director )
and infrared sensors for obstacle avoidance. Because of
their small size and low cost, RoboMotes make it possible
to experiment with larger numbers of sensors in dynamic networks.
The Networked Infomechanical Systems (NIMS) project at
UCLA is deploying robotic sensors suspended from
lightweight cables. NIMS research is giving the sensors the
intelligence to assess their own performance, reposition themselves
along the cables and select the best sensing
tools for each scientific task.
In the James San Jacinto Mountain Reserve near Idyllwild,
California, a NIMS robotic sensor suspended between two
trees has endured rain, snow and sun while its camera
monitors plant growth throughout the experimental zone.
Future test networks will observe a mountain stream
ecosystem--from the ground to the treetops--for global
change indicators, and monitor coastal wetlands and urban
rivers for biological pathogens. The same technologies
could one day be applied to securing public infrastructure.

Samples of robotic sensor "skin" with
stretchable gold electrodes...
Credit: S.P. Lacour, S. Wagner,
Princeton University

A robotic sensor node from UCLA's

Network Infomechanical Systems
Robotics researchers are also looking at developing novel
(NIMS) project...
sensor capabilities. For example, the sense of touch
embedded in the human skin has been difficult to duplicate.
Credit: NIMS, UCLA
Human skin bends and stretches to let us move around, but
electrical circuits don't like to be stretched. Sigurd Wagner
and Stephanie Lacour of Princeton University have created a robot "skin" with the first
stretchable metal film interconnects for elastic integrated circuits.

Consisting of stripes of gold 25 nanometers thick on a silicone membrane, these interconnects
can conduct electricity while being stretched at least 15 percent. Some samples have been
stretched to twice their original length and remained conductive. But so far, the researchers
don't know why this technology works.
Another problem for robots is that space is limited. All the sensors needed for many
applications won't fit into the robot if they're any bigger than a speck of dust. NSF has funded
many projects in microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), which have provided new sensors
relevant to robotics. Micromachined artificial hair cells, for example, might provide the ability
to sense wind blowing or liquid flowing from different directions (see "Robots and Biology").

While the Spirit and Opportunity Mars rovers have become
some of the most prominent robots in the solar system,
NASA has teamed with NSF to test future robotic rovers in
one of Earth's most inhospitable landscapes: Antarctica. In
January 2004, the Tumbleweed Rover, which is being
developed at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, left the
NSF's Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station on an eight-day
mission across Antarctica's polar plateau.

Video (not available)
Tumbleweed, a
balloon-shaped
robot explorer
developed by
NASA...

Shaped like a six-foot beach ball, Tumbleweed sent back
Credit: Dena Headlee / National Science
information about its position and surrounding conditions to Foundation
a JPL ground station during its 40-mile, wind-driven roll.
The test confirmed the rover's durability in an extremely
cold environment, with an eye toward using the devices to
explore the Martian polar caps and search for water on
other planets.
In addition to other planets, researchers use robots to explore the ocean's depths, search
disaster sites and navigate dangerous skies. NSF's Yuh, for example, is director (on leave
during his NSF stint) of the Center for Underwater
Robotic Technology at the University of Hawaii.
There, he and his colleagues develop underwater
autonomous vehicles (AUVs), including SAUVIM,
one of the first AUVs equipped with an intelligent
robotic arm. Such capabilities are needed to use
robotic vehicles to repair underwater structures and
recover wreckage.
Supported by NSF, University of Colorado at Boulder
researchers are using small, pilot-less planes to
collect data to study the complex interactions of
Arctic ice and global climate. The robotic planes can
fly under conditions poorly suited for manned
aircraft and have incredible range, due to their fuel First built in 1991, the Omni-Directional Intelligent
Navigator (ODIN) is a sphere-shaped,
efficiency.
From September 12-23, 2001, National
Science Foundation-funded researchers
aided World Trade Center recovery
efforts...
Credit: CRASAR, University of South
Florida

Industry also uses robots for tasks in confined and
dangerous conditions. Welding robots for
assembling ship hulls, for example, work in tight,
enclosed spaces where toxic fumes can't easily
escape, making the job dirty and dangerous, not to
mention highly uncomfortable for humans.

autonomous underwater robot capable of
instantaneous movement in all six directions...
Credit:
Courtesy Autonomous Systems Laboratory,
University of Hawaii

Search and rescue operations have also been targeted by robotics researchers because of the
dangers that disaster sites present to human rescuers. On Sept. 12, 2001, graduate students
and the robots they helped develop were among the early responders who joined the rescue
efforts after collapse of the World Trade Center towers.
The graduate students were from the University of South Florida's Center for Robot-Assisted
Search and Rescue (CRASAR), directed by Robin Murphy. Supported by NSF, Murphy works to
understand the research issues and practical matters that robot developers might overlook or
take for granted during search-and-rescue operations, such as maneuvering a robot with only
a robot's eye view, operating a robot while wearing safety gloves and working while
exhausted.
"My hope is that in five years, when you see a disaster or earthquake on television, you
immediately know what you're going to see," Murphy said. "You're going to see people in FEMA
hard hats, you're going to see dogs and you’re going to see robots. You're just going to expect
a rescue to have robots. It's going to be that standard."

